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Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan 

All Regional Offices 
 

Subject:- Telecast of lessons for classes X and XII by NIOS and for classes IX to XII by NCERT. 

 

Madam/Sir, 
             

 In the present scenario of closure of schools due to lockdown order, all stakeholders 
are naturally worried of the academic loss especially for board class students. It therefore is 
necessary to look into the available resources that can be utilized which would keep students 
in touch with their studies. In this connection NIOS and NCERT are providing online lessons as 
well as telecasting lessons on TV.  
       The details are as follows:  
1. Massive  Open  On-line  Course  (MOOCS):    NIOS  course  is  available  on  MOOCS  in  all  

major subjects  at  Secondary  &  Sr.  Secondary  level  on  swayam.gov.in/nc_details  /NIOS      

2. Free to air  DTH  Channels:  DTH  Channel  no  27  (Panini) 

https://www.swayamprabha.gov.in/index.php/program/current/27  (Secondary)  and  

channel  no  28 (Sharda) 

https://www.swayamprabha.gov.in/index.php/channel_profile/profile/28        (Sr.  

Secondary).   

 3.Youtube Channels:https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1we0IrHSKyC7f30wE50_hQ 

(Secondary) https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6R9rI-1iEsPCPmvzlunKDg  (Senior  

Secondary)   

  4.Kishore Manch : 24 X 7 DTH TV channel of NCERT under Swayamprabha Ch#31  for 

classes IX  - XII students 

           Besides this  efforts are being made to enable the facility of live interactions/reply to  
queries through phone-in between teachers and students besides the above pre-recorded 
programs.  Suitable online options are also being explored so that teachers can hold live classes. 
These will be communicated in due course. 

Meanwhile wide publicity may be given about the programmes to teachers, students and 

parents.  Teachers may be advised to get in touch with students through e-mail Whatsapp, SMS 

etc so as to ensure maximum number of students are benefited by the programme. 

Yours sincerely 

 
(Piya Thakur) 

Joint Commissioner I/C(Acad) 
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